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Boy, that month went quick and if you weren’t organised 
you missed out on everything. 

We had a great trip to Lake Rotoiti for a Brass Monkey 
dive on the shortest weekend of the year and managed 
to cool ourselves down a little as well as get Ross and his 
boat out on a trip.

Lots is happening with MPI and there are submissions 
available if you are interested in protecting dolphins or 
what happens to the scallop fisheries, download one 
complete it and return it to have your say

Socially, the calendar is filling up with the mid year prize 
giving function coming up in August and 60th Anniversay 
in October so keep these dates free.

Im always looking for great photos of divers and trips both 
above and below the surface as well as stories about 
your adventures, long or short, I don’t care, just get them 
to me some how. Enjoy and see you at the meeting.

Eric



Presidents Intro

Another month past and halfway though the year. 
Winter brings its on challenges to diving frosty 
roads and cold days out in a boat Craig is going 
to organise some dives for us well Larry is away 
so keep an eye on the trips. We had one trip this 
last month which was up the lake 2 boats and 6 
members not bad for a toasty 6 degrees. But Eric 
will tell us about that day in his article. Thanks to 
Ross and Matt for suppling boats for the day
 
The Committee is rolling along as normal busy 
organising the to coming dinners I believe we 
have changed the venue from the 3 Rooms due 
to the fact they closed their doors on the 29th of 
June. Came as a surprise to us as they could 
have told us when we booked, looking for some-
where else now for the same date so keep an 
eye out for the date.
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The canoe club have booked another evening for 
the upstairs room It’s a heath and safety meeting 
for on the water if any anyone is keen on going 
give me a call its for the last week in July no date 
yet.

Insurance for the club has been sorted out by Jen-
ny this last month so were good to go for another 
year there.

 Well I don’t have a lot more to say except I hope 
to see you at the next meeting no guest speaker 
this month just a chin wag.

Cheers Johnny

Club News
Come one and all to our next meeting, Tues-
day July 16th, we will just be having a good old 
chinwag and talk about any dives or fishing trips 
that have been had and are planned to happen. 
Just good to catch up with fellow divers. 
See you there!



NUC Club Trips
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27th July 2019 – Dive Charter either Out of Pic-
ton or Port Gore
This will depend on numbers, based on mini-
mum of 6 and a maximum of 9 divers

Two options available:

Ex Picton - $175 per head
Range being Cape Jackson to Tory Channel 
Entrance
Leave at 8am back around 4pm

Ex Port Gore - $150 per head
Range being Cape Jackson to Alligator Head, 
also can include a wreck dive at the Lermontov 
or Lastingham.
Leave around 9am back around 4pm
Can also have the option to stay at the Lodge 
for $35 per head (including dinner & breakfast) 
on Friday night.

Could we please have expression of interest – 
phone or text Craig  027 24302316 or Jenny 
0272486487

24th August – Out of Okiwi

Heading towards Bottle Point or Cannonball, 
very interesting dive, weather dependent.
Always something interesting to see

Remember to contact Craig, Assistant Club 
Captain 027 4302316

What if you can’t be seen 
by the boat?
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SCOTT HAMMOND STUFF

‘Novel request” to find new homes for starfish 
and sea cucumbers as plans for 252-berth up-
grade rubber-stamped.
Marlborough scuba divers on the doorstep of a 
marina development want to move some of the 
often overlooked rock dwellers before construc-
tion starts.
Local divers who regularly run dive lessons 
at the north western point of Waikawa Marina 
have come
across seahorses, stingrays, starfish, sea cu-
cumbers and fanworms, where the $20 million 
development will be built.
Waikawa Dive Centre owner Stuart Scaife says 
they are “all for progress” and the extra 252 
berths will be good for Picton, but it needs to be 
good for the environment as well.
Divers around Waikawa Bay often come across 
a lot of starfish.
An impact assessment of the marine area was 
conducted
in order to gain resource consent. The report 
said the planned extension to Waikawa Marina 
would not have “significant adverse impacts” on 
marine ecology of Waikawa Bay or the wider 
Queen Charlotte Sound.

But Scaife was worried the “life that exists be-
neath” could be lost.
Kate Trayling and Stuart Scaife are worried 
starfish will be impacted by the marina develop-
ment.
“As a non-diver, most people just see the sea 
out there, and what’s above it.
“Obviously the fish life you can’t move, but it’s 
the animals, the marine life that is attached to 
the rocks. A starfish isn’t going to outrun a bull-
dozer.”
Scaife conceded moving the marine life would 
not change the ecology of Waikawa Bay.
The extension will add 252 berths to Waikawa 
marina, further along the Snout.
“But we’d like to take it out of one area and im-
prove another.
“Until we actually get down there and start mov-
ing stuff, I have know idea what the volumes will 
be, how much we can move.
“I imagine it won’t just be one dive, I imagine it 
will be spread over several weekends.”
Port Marlborough chief executive Rhys Wel-
bourn said he liked the idea of moving marine 
life from the construction zone, but couldn’t say 
if it would go ahead.

Saving the Seabeds



Just a reminder that your annual subscription is 
due. Its ony $40.00 per person so please pay 
ASAP

Our Bank Account details are

Nelson Underwater Club
BNZ 02 0704 0224328 00
Please clearly use the members  ull name as a 
reference

If you have any changes to your details please 
let me know

treasurer@nelsonunderwater.club

Nelson Underwater Club Subscription 
2019/2020
1 April 2019 – 31 March 2020

Club Subscriptions“It’s quite early, so I can’t say ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to 
what we’re going to do.”
Dives to assess marine life and seabeds for the 
resource consent showed “very little life in terms 
of specific species” in that area, Welbourn said.
An artist’s impression of the Waikawa Marina 
extension viewed from the properties on the 
Snout.
“That’s not to say that doing something like [the 
dive] wouldn’t be a bad idea.”
They had put together a “comprehensive suite 
of plans” to protect the environment, he said.
“Ultimately this is an opportunity for us to show 
during a major development, that we’re going to 
do it the right way.”
Marlborough District Council coastal scientist 
Oliver Wade said he thought the divers would 
be able to relocate the marine life without a 
resource consent.
“It’s quite a novel request,” he said.
“The only concern from me would be biosecurity 
matters, depending on where they’re proposing 
to move things to.” The Marlborough Express
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Fish ID

The Carpet shark is found only in the coastal 
waters around New Zealand, including the 
Snares, the Chatham Islands, and Stewart Is-
land, where it is particularly common. It typically 
occurs at depths of 0 to 400 m (0 to 1,312 ft) 
on continental and insular shelves, though it 
has been recorded from as far down as 673 m 
(2,208 ft). This shark is a bottom-dweller that 
favours rocky reefs and adjacent areas of soft 
substrate. Adult males and females segregate 
from each other.
Most Carpet sharks measure no more than 1 m  
long, though rarely an individual may reach 1.5 m. 
Females grow larger than males.This shark has a 
stocky, spindle-shaped body that tapers to a rela-
tively thin caudal peduncle. The head is short, broad, 
and somewhat flattened, with a broadly rounded 
snout. The nostrils have a triangular flap of skin in 
front, that do not reach the mouth. The oval eyes 
have rudimentary nictitating eyelids and are placed 
somewhat on top of the head; they have thick ridges 
above and below, and are followed by spiracles. The 
mouth is very large and curved, without furrows at 
the corners and with the upper teeth exposed when 
closed.
During the day, the Carpet shark is lethargic and 
typically hides inside crevices or caves on the reef. 
At night, it emerges to forage for food over nearby 
sandy flats. This shark consumes a wide variety of 
fishes and invertebrates
Like other Cephaloscyllium species, the Carpet 

Carpet Shark Cephaloscyllium isabellum
shark has the ability to inflate its body dramatically in 
response to a predator; this defense mechanism may be 
behind reports of this species barking like a large dog. 
While it usually inflates with water, when captured by 
humans and brought to the surface it may inflate with 
air instead. When the shark deflates, the “bark” is pro-
duced by the pressurized air as it is released explosively 
through the cardiac sphincter of the stomach. This spe-
cies is oviparous, with females laying two eggs at a time. 
The smooth, cream-colored egg cases measure 12 cm  
long, and have long, spiral tendrils at the corners that 
allow them to be fastened to underwater objects. Newly 
hatched sharks measure 16 cm  long; males and females 
mature sexually at 60 cm and 80 cm long respectively.
Common and harmless, Carpet sharks are often caught 
incidentally by trawl, rock lobster, and probably set net 
fisheries. It is likely that most captured sharks survive 
to be returned to the water alive, as this species can tol-
erate being out of water for an extended period of time. 
From 1988 to 1991, there was a New Zealand shark liver 
fishery and reported catches of draughtsboard sharks 
were 74–540 tons per year. After the fishery was dis-
continued, catches dropped to under five tons per year.
The New Zealand Department of Conservation has 
classified the Carpet shark as “Not Threatened” under 
the New Zealand Threat Classification System. Because 
its population seems healthy and free from significant 
threats, the International Union for Conservation of 
Nature (IUCN) has assessed this species as of Least 
Concern
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Melanie Earley 09:59, Feb 20 2019 STUFF 

A father of two has been left unable to walk after a 
day of diving in Pāuanui on the Coromandel Pen-
insula.

A father-of-two has a brain injury and is unable to 
walk due to suffering from decompression sick-
ness following a dive.

Jesse Hartnett, 25, was spending a day out diving 
with mates in Pāuanui, on the Coromandel Penin-
sula, when he “came up too fast”.
The Te Aroha man heard his ears go “bang” when 
he reached the surface, but didn’t take much no-
tice of it.

JESSE HARTNETT / SUPPLIED

Jesse Hartnett feels lucky he isn’t dead after suf-
fering from decompression sickness.
About 6pm, he started to feel “hot and cold”.
By the next day, Hartnett began feeling so sick he 
took himself to the doctors, who called a rescue 
helicopter.

“I came to in a recompression chamber on [Auck-
land’s] North Shore,” Hartnett said.

Coming up too fast from the dive had left Hart-
nett with decompression sickness, also known 
as “the bends”.
According to Waitematā District Health Board, 
the illness is most often seen in divers and oc-
curs when nitrogen absorbed from breathing 
compressed air remains in the body.

The decompression chamber at the Slark Hy-
perbaric Unit in Devonport on Auckland’s North 
Shore.Usually as a diver ascends, the nitrogen 
starts coming out of the tissues back into the 
blood stream. In rare cases, it forms bubbles 
which can block arteries causing paralysis, 
strokes and heart attacks.

Designated diving doctor Stephen Adams said 
decompression sickness in New Zealand was 
becoming less common. Twenty years ago 
about 100 people a year came through the rec-
ompression unit. Now, fewer than 10 patients 
per year were treated, he said.

Hartnett spent two weeks at North Shore Hos-
pital and had daily sessions at the Slark Hyper-
baric Unit in Devonport.

He would lie in a pressurised chamber and 

Be careful out there!
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breathe pure oxygen to help restore normal 
blood flow and oxygen to his affected tissues.

JUSTINE TYERMAN

Hartnett had been diving at Pauanui Beach.Dur-
ing those two weeks Hartnett’s bowels and blad-
der shut down and he lost 80 per cent of the feel-
ing in the left side of his body.
He was later discharged, but readmitted to Wai-
kato Hospital due to intense chest pain.He has 
now been in the Ōtara Spinal Unit for a week, 
suffering from a brain injury and a spinal injury 
caused by air pockets.

Hartnett spent a few hours a day inside a de-
compression unit during treatment.The concrete 
layer now uses a wheelchair, which he said had 
put him into a “form of depression”.

“It’s made me realise how many places aren’t 
wheelchair accessible.”

He also missed being able to play with his chil-
dren, an 8- year-old son and 1-and-a-half-year-
old daughter. “Not being able to play with them 
makes me feel like my heart has been ripped 
out,” he said.

“One morning I’m fit and healthy and 12 hours 
later I can’t keep my eyes open for more than 
four hours.”
Those who were going diving needed to be 
more aware of the risks and realise they weren’t 
invincible, he said. “Just be careful out there. 
Life can change in an instant and what hap-
pened to me could happen to you.”

Learn Oxygen First Aid for Divers 
with the Nelson Underwater Club
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Esteemed marine biologist, conservationist and 
underwater photographer Dr Roger Grace died 
at his home at Leigh late last month.
Grace leaves a legacy of scientific study, a pas-
sion he inspired in many for the marine envi-
ronment and changes he helped bring about in 
the fishing industry to protect fisheries. He was 
involved in many Northland marine projects and 
his work was instrumental in the creation of the 
Poor Knights Islands Marine Reserve. He was 
also largely responsible for the estaurine restora-
tion project that turned the Whangateau Harbour, 
near Leigh, into a pristine marine environment.
Grace spent more than 15 years as a roving pho-
tographer for Greenpeace on ocean campaigns. 
He researched, monitored environmental im-
pacts, wrote popular articles as well as scientific 
reports, mapped the seabed in several Northland 
marine sanctuaries, and produced magnificent 
and beautiful images of the undersea world.

Having lived on and studied harbours, shores 
and oceans for much of his life, Grace made a 
huge contribution to science and local knowl-
edge through recording changes in those envi-
ronments.
In 2016 Grace was awarded Forest and Bird’s 
highest honour, the Old Blue Award. He had 
belonged to that organisation since he was the 
age of 10.
In 2018, he wrote that after spending 40 years 
surveying the ocean for conservation groups, 
councils and commercial entities, he continued 
doing that work independently, “because I think 
it is important”.
Knowing his life was going to end shortly, on 
May 25 this year Grace threw a ‘’Way Out’’ 
party to say goodbye to his family and friends. 
Northern Advocate.
You will be missed by all us in the underwater 
fraternity, our long-time friend, Denis & Trish 
and the Dolphin Underwater Adventure Club.

Good Bye Roger
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Out Diving



60years gone by
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60years have certainly improved the dive attire and equipment as you can see from the collection of 
rogues from the early days tackling adventures that we can only dream of these days.
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Low Visibility Dives
Perfect is a shifting  base line,  especially when 
it comes to  diving. Despite the challenges of 
 raging current, bone-aching cold or snotty 
 visibility, some among us can find the best in 
even the worst. Those silver-lining divers can 
be an envied bunch, enjoying the messiest of 
conditions like it was a screensaver fantasy. 
However, this relentless optimism isn’t neces-
sarily an innate ability. Perspective is completely 
relative. And making the most of the marginal 
can be a learned skill. Just ask Glen Faith.
“The first two years of my diving  career, I didn’t 
know you could even see underwater,” says the 
former  Illinois  Secretary of State Police diver, 
who now owns and operates Mermet Springs, a 
popular quarry site and full-service  scuba train-
ing facility in southern Illinois. “I thought a mask 
was just something to keep the mud out.”
Becoming a certified search-and-recovery diver 
meant feeling his way through murky farm 
ponds and performing skills in near-blackout 
situations.
“It was diving by Braille. You couldn’t see a 
thing,” Faith says. “I guess the instructor trusted 
us when we did our skills because I don’t think 
he could see us.”
Thankfully, almost 24 years of finding guns, 
stolen cars and sometimes  bodies in highly 
challenging marine environments from lakes to 
the Mississippi River didn’t ruin his enthusiasm 
for diving. Today, his former limestone quarry, 
which features sunken attractions— including a 
727 passenger jet from the 1998 film U.S. Mar-
shals, a full-size train car, a fire truck, a pedal-
powered submarine and a submerged petting 
zoo—draws more than 6,000 divers annually to 

get certified and share the love of diving.
Tips for Scuba Diving in Low-Visibility or Silt-
Out Situations
“The first time I breathed  underwater, I never 
wanted to come back up,” Faith says. “It was 
one of the most addictive things I’ve ever done 
in my life. If I could live underwater, you’d never 
see me again.”
Faith is definitely a glass- perpetually-
overflowing type of diver, a living example of 
the adage that the best diver is the one having 
the most fun—even if he can’t see much. From 
his example, we can all learn lessons about 
how to prepare for and get the most enjoyment 
from less-than- optimal conditions. So, when the 
pristine, 100-foot visibility you anticipated turns 
out to be a cloudy, can-barely-see-your-hand-in-
front-of-your-face kind of day, try these simple 
hacks.
Pack a positive attitude
The most important piece of your  foul-visibility 
kit is your own attitude. Disappointment can kill 
a good vibe  instantly, so shedding the burden of 
expectation can make the difference  between 
diving under a dark cloud or laughing through 
your regulator. Rather than obsessing so heav-
ily on what might have been, focus on the 
possibilities—the challenge of operating in poor 
visibility will not only make you a better diver, it 
also might actually be fun.
“Anybody can dive in 100-foot  visibility, but the 
challenge of diving where you can barely see 
your fins or you have to use a light to see your 
gauges—that’s another level,” Faith says. “Peo-
ple who  practice in reduced visibility are really 
opened up to a lot more diving opportunities. 
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 Sometimes when the viz is blown out, that’s 
when some of the coolest marine life come out 
of hiding.”
According to Faith, the right training can seri-
ously improve your outlook. A night diving or 
limited visibility  specialty course will not only im-
prove your skills and preparation, but it will also 
raise your level of comfort in poor conditions, 
which will deliver greater enjoyment. Often the 
solution for a difficult problem is having the right 
tool for the job. Diving in poor visibility is no dif-
ferent.
A quality dive light is paramount for navigat-
ing, reading gauges and  other critical tasks in 
 limited-visibility  situations, along with a trusty 
backup that can be safely stowed and easily 
accessed. Faith advises not to be blinded by 
power when choosing a torch because some-
times lumens can be outshined by ergonomics. 
Make sure your light fits comfortably and se-
curely in your hand. And beyond the point-and-
shoot  varieties, consider a strobe for your tank. 
“Not just a tank light, but a strobe light, so if you 
get displaced from your buddy, they can see 
that blink underwater and make their way back 
to you,” says Faith.
Color is another key factor when  arming for low 
viz. “I dive yellow fins and a yellow mask for a 
reason,” he says. “When visibility is reduced, I 
need my students or my buddy to see me, and 
light colors that reflect light underwater make a 
big difference.”
Dive computers typically offer some type of il-
lumination; recent advances in LED and OLED 
technology deliver bright, colorful displays that 
are highly  effective in low-viz situations, as well 

as more  affordable. The excitement of explora-
tion can often drive divers to dangerous speeds 
underwater. Just like on the road, speed can 
quickly escalate challenging  low-visibility condi-
tions into a dangerous  situation. Planning for a 
reduced pace on your dive—and being mind-
ful of it during your dive—can be the difference 
between  surfacing with a smile on your face or 
ending up in the back of an ambulance. Besides 
being safer, slowing down offers other benefits.
“Most divers, as a rule, swim too fast,” Faith 
says. “Low-visibility diving forces people to slow 
down—and even stop—to appreciate the little 
things along the way.”
Slowing down can also facilitate better disci-
pline and increased performance in other im-
portant aspects of diving. Buoyancy is easier to 
control when you’re not kicking like mad. Your 
air consumption will improve. And you’ll get lost 
less often.
“Navigation is key in limited visibility because 
you can’t look out and see ahead of you for 100 
feet, so your compass skills have to be abso-
lutely proficient,” Faith says. “Sometimes you’ll 
have to make a midwater swim back to the dock 
or the boat, and you won’t be able to see any-
thing. In aviation, it’s called flying by your instru-
ments—and that’s exactly what you’ll be doing 
underwater.”
Overall, a successful dive in poor  visibility 
requires a combination of the right equipment, 
the ability to slow yourself down, and an attitude 
optimized to make the best of less-than-optimal 
conditions. It might seem like a difficult equa-
tion, but the payoff will be that silver lining we all 
covet.



Lake Rotoiti
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On a day that was more suited to sitting in 
front of a fire watching television, we stood 
600 metres above sea level in a frigid 4°Cel-
cius looking at the beautifully still dark waters  
on the shores of Lake Rotoiti contemplating a 
plan of attack.
On the way up to the lake Ross reminised 
with Anne and myself about the time that he 
had to look for a racing boat that had sunk 
and lost it Spitfire engine at high speed sep-
erating the boat and the engine while he was 
building the  power sub station at Kikiwa. In 
later years he would clean the the inlet filter 
for the towns water supply in West Bay.
While we procrastinated over where to dive 
Russell and Anne got into the water from the 
shore to get some shots of the eels before 
the water got disturbed with the boats. We 
were used to diving with the eels but I had un-
derestimated how the population had grown 
since we last visited. 
Ross and Matt had brought their boats up for 
the day so it was only fair that we launched 
them and the decision was made to dive on 
the St Arnaud faultline in West Bay, the rift 
extends from the shore heading towards 
Speargrass Flat.
It was really a day for the brave to be div-
ing and specially Matt and Johnny who wore 
the wetsuits when the water temperature was 
only 6ºCelcius barely a couple of degrees 
above officially freezing. They choose to dive 
a little closer in around the fifteen metre mark 
while Russell and I tackled the deeper thir-
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ty metre end while Ross and Anne played 
boatmen/safety diver.
The water was typically gloomy green but 
clear and almost lifeless at this depth with 
the exception of a solitary eel that nervously 
approached for a moment to see who was 
invading his territory before snaking off into 
the  distance.
Amazingly I came across the inevitable sign 
of humans by finding an old dish rack in the 
silt. You have to wonder how such a piece of 
kitchen hardware would find its way out so 
far and deep considering the limited size of 
the vessels that frequent the lake.
The sight of Johnny frantically getting out of 
his wetsuit when I surfaced was not one that 
I will want to be remembering, 
All was forgotted after a very social pie or 
two at the local cafe where the yarns con-
tinued before returning home. Another great  
day for brass monkeys.
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This challenge is open to all members 
of the Nelson Underwater Club using a 
GoPro or similar micro action camera 
on a recognised NUC Club Trip to cap-
ture the most recognisable species of 
fishlife, including crustaceans, mam-
mals and cephalopods (excluding in-
vertebrates, molluscs, weeds, and al-
gae).

* Only a GoPro or similar micro action 
camera with auto-focus and without 
the ability to zoom while in use are per-
mitted to be used.

* Entrants must be a financial mem-
ber of the Nelson Underwater Club by  
31/01/2020

* Only one nominated species per pho-
tograph.

* Photographs are in New Zealand wa-
ters only

* One point for each species plus an 
additional point if your buddy or your-
self is in the photo. (applies to every 
photograph presented)

* Photographs must be emailed within 
7 days of the trip they were taken on to 
editor@nelsonunderwater.club

* Points will accumulate and there is 
no limit to the number of entries.

* Scores will be advertised monthly in 
the NUC Magazine

* The winner is the member with the 
most accumulated points for the year

* Photographs must be taken between 
01/04/2019 and  31/3/2020

Micro Challenge
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Micro Challenge Scores

1 x Fish

1 x Diver plus

= 2 Points

This is designed as a fun challenge that everyone can participate in regardless of your diving 
experience or camera quality. You simply need to go diving and realistically you don’t even need 
to go far to get started as alot of fish can be located close to shore on reefs and sand easily ac-
cessed by shore diving so you don’t even need access to a boat. This couldn’t be easier. Get a 
buddy and a cheaper micro camera and get in the water taking photos. 

I will even give you a game plan. Once you have your buddy and camera, make a list of fish you 
wan to photograph with them. Talk about where you would find each fish and make a plan how you 
will find it and get a photo of it, remember that if you include your buddy in the photo you will get 
an extra point on your score as a bonus. I will even give you a point if you get a selfie with the fish. 
There are no points for quality, if I can recognise the fish or even part of the fish you will get the 
point.

If you need help at identifying fish or even knowing what to look for and where, contact me and I 
will help otherwise there are plenty of great fish id books out there to come up with ideas.

As you can see in the photo below, 2 points is pretty easy to get and crayfish are counted along 
with crabs, octopus, each different bleeny and triple fin and I will even count jellyfish. We simply 
want you in the water. competing on a friendly basis.

Each month we will keep track of the tallies for competitors here so you can see where everyone 
is

Best of luck
Eric
editor@nelsonunderwater.club
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Club Trainer

Often we find that the Open Water Courses (learn-
ing how to Scuba Dive and gaining your certification) 
slows down a little in winter, however over the last 
couple of winters we have noticed that the courses are 
still steady. They are either a hard core (not afraid of 
the cold person), or someone who is keen to gain their 
ticket before heading over seas on holiday. Last week I 
spent a couple of nights at the pool with James - who 
is showing that diving has no age barriers (provided 
you are fit and healthy). James is in his 68th year and 
learning how to dive. We took things a little slower 
that he could learn the skills at his own pace and feel 
comfortable in the water.

Know someone who is interested in learning how to 
dive? Get them to give me a call and I am happy to 
answer any questions.



CLUB UPRISING
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CLUB UPRISING
FESTIVAL OF

ACHIEVEMENTS 
AND FRIENDS

Annual Club Dinner

Saturday 24th August 2019
@ Speights Ale House, Stoke

Be warned me mateys, you only have three 
months to prepare yourself and your en-

tries for this auspicious occassion.... whoa 
be tide any that miss out!!!

Let us know if you that you will be there ASAP
FREE drink on arrival for those that book
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The working group has identified six key objec-
tives for the Marlborough Sounds scallop fishery, 
which include:  

improving scallop habitat quality and quantity in 
the Marlborough Sounds  

minimising the fishing impacts on scallop habitat 
and populations by limiting the fishing methods 
that can be used in some parts of the Marlbor-
ough Sounds

getting better catch information.  

“Feedback will be incorporated into the final ver-
sion of the strategy. The SSWG will be seeking the 
Minister of Fisheries’ endorsement of the strategy 
later this year,” says Mr Halley.

“Any recommendations to change the rules and 
regulations for the fishery resulting from the strat-
egy will be publicly consulted on and all those with 
an interest in the fishery will have full opportunity 
to have their say.”

Fisheries New Zealand invites people to have their 
say on a draft strategy for the long-term sustain-
ability of the Marlborough Sounds scallop fishery.
The strategy was drafted by the Southern Scallop 
Working Group (SSWG), comprising iwi, commer-
cial and recreational sectors of the fishery, scien-
tists and fisheries managers.

Following a decline in scallop numbers, closures 
have been in place in the Southern Scallop fishery 
(SCA 7), which includes the Marlborough Sounds 
and Port Underwood, since 2016. The SCA 7 fish-
ery remains closed until further notice.

The draft strategy guides a future management ap-
proach to the Marlborough Sounds fishery, to en-
sure it can rebuild to healthy levels and that any 
future fishing in the area is sustainable.

Manager of inshore fisheries Steve Halley says it’s 
important that anyone with an interest in the fishery 
has a say.

“We know there is a keen public interest in this fish-
ery, and we want to know whether the community 
thinks the strategy is addressing the right issues or 
if there are other issues to be considered.”

Have your say on the 
future of the scallops 
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Membership

Who likes winter diving?
Well some people do - but I don’t. I really am 
not a fan of the cold at the best of times let 
alone having to jump into cold water. However 
the opportunity arose for us to head out on a 
friends boat over the weekend so we thought 
Ok let’s do it - it would be a great way to un-
wind and relax a bit because we have been 
swamped with work and other life things hap-
pening lately.  As we were packing our gear 
getting ready to go I was undecided whether 
to take my dive gear or not. Last minute - I 
said “oh why not”. If you don’t have it - you 
will always regret it - and if it doesn’t end up 
getting used, it will be all nice and packed for 
next time......

Sunday morning greeted us with a perfectly 
calm and still (but fresh) winters morning. 
As we loaded our gear onto the boat I was 
certainly thankful that I had purchased a new 
warm jacket from Hunting and Fishing the day 
before. As we cruised out of the bay with our 
favourite sounds playing we knew it was go-
ing to be a great day. As the sun rose higher 
to greet us the day raced away - as it usually 
does when out on the water. There is certainly 
not many places that can relax me as quick 

as being on water does. I love swaying gently 
with the waves as they lap the boat and watching 
the sun dance on top of the water, sparkling and 
twinkling as they touch.

A spot of fishing quickly turned into a few hours 
and needless to say - I had nodded off to sleep 
sitting up. By now we were right up the top of 
Stephen’s Island out in the middle of the sea. As 
the sun started to drop we decided that we had 
better head back as it would be dark by the time 
we got home. Well - that meant no diving for the 
day, but I wasn’t bothered at all. The calm and 
serenity of the sea had captured me and I was 
heading home relaxed and revived ready to take 
on another week. Thank you Mother Nature for 
providing such magical days x

Dive with a Buddy

Its more FUN

Its Safer

It makes it easier

Always remember your buddy check

The more you dive the more you see and can talk about

Your buddy can help you with gear

Four eyes are better than two, you will see more interesting stuff

You have a backup and help if something goes wrong

It gives you visual perception of distance and speed

It reduces the risk of panicking

Its more relaxing

You can learn and practice new or more skills
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CLUB LOAN GEAR

We appreiate that dive gear can be expensive when you astarting out or haven’t dived for a 
while. The Nelson Underwater Club owns several sets of BCD’s, Regulators and dive tanks 
that are regularly serviced and ready for use to any financial club member.

All we ask is that you return the gear clean and dry by the middle of the week following bor-
rowing it and that if you use tanks that they are returned full so others can enjoy them.

If you notice anything that is not right please make sure that you let us know so we can get 
it fixed as soon as possible and not inconvenience anyone.

Simply call Jenny on ******* to organise a time for you to collect it and drop it back.



Join the Club
New members are always welcome

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

FIRST NAME SURNAME

EMAIL

ADDRESS

HOME PHONE WORK PHONE MOBILE PHONE

DIVE QUALIFICATION TRAINING PROVIDER

ANY PARTICULAR ASPECT OF DIVING YOU ARE MOST INTERESTED IN?

eg: photography, cray/scallops, freediving, spearfishing

I HEREBY AGREE TO ABIDE BY THE RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE NELSON 
UNDERWATER CLUB AND THE RELEVANT LAWS OF THE LAND.

PLEASE RETURN TO ANY NELSON UNDERWATER CLUB COMITTEE MEMEBER or 
POST TO NELSON UNDERWATER CLUB, PO BOX 3743, RICHMOND, NELSON or

EMAIL TO membership@nelsonunderwater.club
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Dive in!!!
with the NUC

DIVE with the Nelson Underwater Club

FOLLOW with the Nelson Underwater Club

JOIN the FUN with the Nelson Underwater Club

www.nelsonunderwater.club


